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can back-of-the-book indexes be automatically created? - assistance to the book indexing. surprisingly,
very little attention has been drawn to book indexing by taking ad-vantage of keyword extraction techniques
except [4], which explored the automatic back-of-the-book index generation problem as a keyword extraction
problem using supervised learning. however, a set of keywords is still far away from integrating knowledge
from different sources for automatic ... - automatic back-of-the-book indexing abstract: the paper reports
research on automatic back-of-the-book indexing. it presents a methodology which brings together knowledge
from different disciplines. it is inspired by human indexing methodology and the results are more similar to
manually-crafted indexes than those investigations in unsupervised back-of-the-book indexing investigations in unsupervised back-of-the-book indexing andras csomai´ and rada mihalcea ... this paper
addresses the problem of automatic back-of-the-book index construction. a back-of-the-book index typ- ...
plausible for automated back-of-the-book indexing. in fact, in our previous work (csomai & mihalcea 2006), we
found ... syntactic approaches to automatic book indexing - syntactic approaches to automatic book
indexing gerard salton department of computer science cornell university ithaca, ny 14853 abstract automatic
book indexing systems are based on the generation of phrase struc- tures capable of reflecting text content. •
some approaches are given for the automatic construction of back-of-book indexes ... investigations in
unsupervised back-of-the-book indexing - investigations in unsupervised back-of-the-book indexing ... this
paper addresses the problem of automatic back-of-the-book index construction. a back-of-the-bookindex typically consists of the most important concepts addressed in a book, with pointers to the relevant pages inside
the book. the impact of technology on indexing - theindexer - the impact of technology on indexing jan
ross the indexing process has changed remarkably with technological advances. indexing is no longer just
‘back-of-book’ indexing, but includes automatic indexing, machine-aided indexing, web indexing and even 3-d
indexing. automatic index creation for handwritten notes - fxpal - in electronic text systems, techniques
exist to create automatic “back-of-the-book” indexes [5]. this allows users to scan a list of keywords in the
index and find occurrences of the index terms in the text. indexing is also possible in electronic systems that
use digital ink rather than text. one example is the application of key- lis 768 abstracting and indexing for
information systems - lis 768 abstracting and indexing for information systems. spring 2010, manhattan
campus ... automated and automatic efforts . abstracting . indexing . related topics and issues . career . social
a&i . future outlook . assignments. a. practices. ... as in periodical indexing • a back-of-the-book index, as in
book indexing ... automated indexing: the key to information retrieval in ... - only an index at the back
of a book, but also calendars, tables catalogues, inventories, registers, summaries, and syllabi. witty (1978)
studied the evolution of indexing practices through the examination ... and adobe framemaker that do
automatic indexing of documents. these packages simplify and speed up the process, alphabetizing and ...
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